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Power Highlights From CMSE 2023: A New Twist On Voltage Regulator ICs And 

Radiation Effects In GaN Devices  

by David G. Morrison, Editor, How2Power.com 

As its name suggests, the annual Components for Military and Space Electronics (CMSE) Conference & 

Exhibition offers presentations and discussion of high-reliability electronic component developments. As in past 

years, the focus at the most recent CMSE 2023, which ran April 25-27 in Los Angeles, was primarily on 
passives, especially capacitors, but also addressed developments in magnetics and packaging and 

interconnects. While reliability issues figured prominently in many of the presentations, this year’s program 

devoted special attention to supply chain issues, with keynotes and other talks discussing the relevance of the 
CHIPS Act to defense-related applications and challenges with the act in areas such as packaging and test. 

There were also presentations on making supply chains more resilient, addressing supply chain quality issues, 

and related topics. 

Despite the emphasis on passives, packaging and supply chains, CMSE 2023 also featured several talks on 

power semiconductors. These included one discussing a novel voltage regulator IC that leverages optocoupler 

technology to improve the efficiency of linear regulators under large voltage steps (plus other benefits), and 
another presentation discussing radiation effects in GaN power devices. Highlights from these two talks are 

shared here.  

Enhancing Voltage Regulator Capabilities With An Optocoupler  

At CMSE 2023, Matthew Lumb, the founder of start-up Polaris Semiconductor, gave a presentation on “Efficient 
DC Voltage Conversion Without Switching—A Path To Extremely Compact & Low Noise DC Voltage Regulators.” 

In his talk, Lumb described his company’s development of a new type of voltage regulator that combines the 

low-EMI, small size and low component count of a linear regulator with the higher efficiency of a switching 
regulator under large voltage steps. Plus, like a switching regulator, the new regulator has the ability to perform 

buck or boost operation. 

Polaris’ new regulator, which is still in the development stage, co-packages an LDO with a high-efficiency 
photovoltaic-output optocoupler that essentially recycles some of the energy that would normally be lost in the 

LDO’s pass transistor. In a buck application, the optocoupler is in series with the LDO, so that its LEDs reduce 

the voltage drop across the LDO. But rather than using all the energy it consumes to generate heat, the LEDs 
convert that energy to light, which the PV cells of the optocoupler then convert back to electrical energy at the 

desired regulator output voltage (see the diagrams in Fig. 1).  

 
Fig. 1. By inserting a high-efficiency optocoupler in series with a linear regulator’s pass transistor, 

the regulator efficiency is increased for large voltage steps, while also allowing the regulator to 

work in buck or boost mode.   
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In other words, the opto improves the efficiency of buck conversion using the LDO by reducing the voltage drop 
across the LDO. And by providing a photovoltaic current source in parallel with the LDO output powered by the 

LED section, additional current is supplied to the load. This breaks the efficiency limit for an LDO, where the 

output current is less than or equal to the input current.  

This is a very clever concept and perhaps others have considered applying it before. However, this approach is 

impractical with a standard commercial optocoupler, which according to Lumb, has a conversion efficiency of 

only 1-2% due to undirected emissions, reflection and escape cone losses, and spectral mismatch of the LED 

and PV. Higher efficiencies have been achieved at research scale, but those efficiencies are still relatively low. 

However, Polaris has developed a novel GaAs-based monolithic optocoupler device that achieves a peak 

efficiency of 52% (power out of the photovoltaic versus power into the LED), which Lumb expects to reach 60% 

with additional improvements. The technology used to manufacture this optocoupler is the same as for GaAs 

LEDs, VCSELs and other optoelectronic devices. 

The company has built a range of prototypes that achieve significant improvement in efficiency versus a 

standard LDO. For example, the Polaris regulator can step down a 5-V bus to 1.8 V with 66% efficiency versus 
36% efficiency for a linear regulator (see the table in Fig. 2). As noted, the regulator can achieve galvanic 

isolation and has the potential to operate like a conventional LDO in a bypass mode. 

 
Fig. 2. Polaris’ voltage regulator prototypes, which employ standard LDO chips in combination 

with the company’s specialized optocouplers, achieve higher efficiency stepdown than the LDO 

would on its own, while also demonstrating the boost capability.  

As previously mentioned, Polaris’ regulator can be configured to operate in boost mode. In this case, the 

optocoupler follows the pass transistor, such that the voltage generated by the optocoupler’s PVs determines 

the output voltage by adding their generated voltage to Vin of the regulator.  

As noted in Fig. 2 above, one of the regulators used was TI’s TPS71525 LDO, a 50-mA, 2.5-V fixed output 

regulator. This chip was co-packaged with a Polaris optocoupler in a prototype that offers proof of concept but is 
not optimized for size. Nevertheless, it occupies a 7-mm QFN which is still reasonably small given that no 

external inductor is needed.  

The load regulation of the Polaris regulator compared to the TPS71525 LDO by itself is similar, but the Polaris 
device has 20% higher efficiency. Polaris also found that the load step response of its regulator was identical to 

that of the LDO by itself. However, a SPICE simulation of PSRR revealed slightly lower PSSR at high frequency 

with optocouplers, which the company plans to check with bench measurements. 
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Polaris is also working with rad hard LDOs from TI as part of their efforts to develop space-grade versions of its 
regulators. According to Lumb, his company is perhaps a year away from having a more mature device that 

could be deemed a “commercial product.” However, in terms of having a space-qualified product, that’s still “a 

ways off”. 

Offering a small footprint and low EMI, Polaris’ regulator will be particularly valuable for space. However, Lumb 

says they should also find uses in automotive and IoT applications. “They serve as drop-in replacements for 

linears and if you have to use a linear over a large [voltage] step, you’ll use this,” says Lumb. For more 

information, contact Matthew Lumb. 

Assessing Radiation Performance Of GaN Power Devices  

Roger Roisen of Teledyne e2v HiRel Defense Systems gave a talk on “AlGaN/GaN Radiation Effects,” which 

reviewed the company’s investigations into GaN power semiconductors, and their performance with respect to 
radiation effects. He also discussed his company’s efforts in developing their own GaN power devices, using 

their own foundries. 

Roisen explained that his company began researching GaN power devices about five years ago and decided that 
“GaN was the way to go with power conversion”. He went on to say that while he is a “big advocate of GaN for 

power conversion,” there are several factors that system designers must be aware of with respect to GaN 

devices (Fig. 5).  

First of all, “ESD performance is terrible—like the early days of CMOS,” said Roisen. This sensitivity to 
overvoltage is attributed to the very low gate capacitance of the devices. “Also, these [devices] are not meant 

to operate in the linear region. The quicker you can turn them on, the lower the switching losses,” observed 

Roisen. 

 
Fig. 5. GaN power semiconductors offer benefits such as higher efficiency and higher frequency 
switching, but designers looking to apply them in space applications must consider their specific 

characteristics.  

As the discussion moved on to radiation effects, Roisen presented information on the performance of Teledyne’s 
GaN power semiconductors as well as those from other vendors. As noted in his presentation, “TDY GaN 

transistors are fabricated using a standard island cell. TID response follows data sheet delta parametrics, as the 

technology is cell based.”  

His presentation also noted that “TID response is a function of technology in smaller power devices and scales 
according to current capability.” For TDY’s GaN power devices a standard island cell has a current capability of 

7.5 A, and based on that they have developed four 650-V devices, which range in current capability from a 

single cell rated at 7.5 A up to 8 cells at 60 A.   

Roisen presented several measurement results for testing of his company’s and another vendor’s GaN devices 

for susceptibility under total ionizing dose (TID). His slides showed measurements of “Displacement Damage 

(DD) total-ionizing-dose (TID) GaN Effects (see Fig. 6)” “Total-ionizing-dose (TID) Effects for MOS-HEMT vs E-
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HEMT,” and “Total-ionizing-dose (TID) Charge Trapping E-HEMT”. According to Roisen, the key takeaway from 

these tests on the GaN power transistor was “we discovered that it’s total dose impervious.” 

 
Fig. 6. Per Roisen’s presentation, “AlGaN/GaNmaterials and devices were typically found to be 

highly resistant to radiation exposure under exposure conditions that approximate even the most 

challenging space radiation environments [2], as illustrated in Fig. 2.” 

However, in testing devices for single event effects, they found that some devices suffered displacement 

damage, though this varied from lot to lot in device testing. Testing two lots of 650-V 15-A devices at the 
Radiation Effects Laboratory at Texas A&M, the company found that susceptibility to single event burnout (SEB) 

varied with VDS and LET values (Fig. 7).  

 
Fig. 7. Testing two lots of Teledyne’s 650-V, 15-A GaN power transistors revealed their sensitivity 

to SEEs, particularly single-event burn out, as a function of VDS and LET, and the lot-to-lot 
variations. Areas in green indicate the VDS levels at which the devices passed over the range of 

LET levels, revealing the SEE safe operating areas for the two test lots. 
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At VDS values above 275 V and LETs ≥ 37 MeV*cm2/mg, one lot showed susceptibility to SEB. Below LET = 20 

MeV*cm2/mg, neither lot was susceptible to SEB all the way up to VDS values of 600 V. But then as LET values 

rose above 20 MeV*cm2/mg, the VDS value at which devices (in lot A) failed, decreased. When the test was 

performed at the worst-case incidence angle of 60 degrees, one device from lot A passed at VDS = 400 V and 

LET > 55 MeV*cm2/mg. These results suggest the need for voltage derating in the application. 

Roisen concluded his talk by saying that there’s a place for both depletion-mode and enhancement-mode GaN 

devices in space, while also cautioning that lot traceability, characterization of devices, and SEE testing are all 

critical to ensuring the reliability of GaN power transistors in space. For more information, contact Roger Roisen. 

Additional power semiconductor-related talks given at CMSE 2023 can be found in the presentation schedule 

shown below. 

CMSE 2023 Presentation Schedule  
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For more information, see the full CMSE 2023 conference program or visit the conference website. 
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